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Gradients are in! They are the new ‘cool’ thing in this age of social media. Facebook 
has allowed its users to post status updates with colorful backgrounds including 
breathtaking gradients. Instagram’s logo is a cheerful gradient that immediately grabs 
eyeballs and has successfully got itself imprinted in the minds of its users.

It’s practically everywhere - website design, apps interface, social media websites, 
posters, promotional campaigns, etc. But the presentation designing industry is only 
starting to recognize this new design trend. This is great for the readers of this eBook. 
Readers of this eBook can become the trend starters in the presentation industry by 
employing beautiful gradients that create an exciting viewing experience for their 
audience.

At the same time, we understand that the art of mixing colors to create gradients can 
be a tricky one. Ugly color combinations can destroy a presenter’s reputation before he 
has opened his mouth. That is why we have handpicked some really exciting gradients 
to help you create beautiful presentations and other marketing collateral. And the best 
part is -

You can download all our ready-to-use, editable 
gradient files at the end of this eBook!





Although we have provided you with our hand-picked 
collection of best gradient backgrounds, you might want to 
learn to create them yourself. So, here are the steps to do 
so:

› Right click on the blank slide and click Format 
Background

› The Format Background window opens on the right
› Click Gradient fill (see the screenshot below)
› Choose the color of the Gradient stops from the Color

menu.

PowerPoint provides us with various gradient tools to create 
customized backgrounds. Here's a brief description of these 
options:

Preset gradients - Default backgrounds provided by 
PowerPoint



Direction- PowerPoint provides eight options for customizing the direction of the 
gradient - Linear Diagonal Top Left to Bottom Right, Linear Down, Linear Diagonal Top 
Right to Bottom Left, Linear Right, Linear Left, Linear Diagonal Bottom Left to Top 
Right, Linear Up, Linear Diagonal Bottom Right to Top Left.

Type - This option lets you choose the type of gradient you 
wish to create - Linear, Radial, Rectangular, Path, Shade 
from title

Angle - You can customize the angle of the chosen gradient depending on what looks 
best.

Check out how direction options let you customize an 
orange-yellow gradient in the adjacent screenshot:

Gradient stops- The most important tool to let you create 
umpteen gradient backgrounds. Choose the number of 
gradient stops you want. Prefer keeping two to three stops 
as it becomes easier to manage them. Having many stops 
with each being a different color will result in a color riot.

The Color menu lets you choose any color from the drop-
down. You can also click More colors… to open the color 
wheel and choose the color of your choice. The Eyedropper
tool lets you extract color from any design you like.



Gradients are multi-purpose. They can be used in a variety of ways to add 
aesthetic value to your presentation.



We have already covered this. You can create 
thousands of gradients by playing around with 
colors, angles, and directions.



Rather than adding a solid fill over an image and 
then give transparency to the shape, create a 
gradient fill layer and give it transparency. It makes 
your slide stand out!



Rather than adding a solid fill over an image and 
then give transparency to the shape, create a 
gradient fill layer and give it transparency. It makes 
your slide stand out!


